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We are at a tipping point in the development of a common conceptual framework and set of tools and components
which will revolutionize the management of scientific data. It is widely acknowledged that the current volumes
and complexity of data now being collected, and the inevitable and enormous increase in that volume and
complexity, have reached the point where action is required. Around 80% of the data generated is being lost
after short time periods and a corresponding amount of time is being wasted by reseachers on routine data
management tasks. At the same time, and largely in response to this perceived crisis, a number of principles
(G8, RDA DFT, FAIR) for the management of scientific data have arisen and been widely endorsed. The
danger now is that agreement will stop at the level of principles and that multiple non-interoperable domain and
technology specific silos will continue to arise, all based on the abstract principles. If this happens, we will lose
the opportunity to create a common set of low-level tools and components based on an agreed conceptual approach.
The Research Data Alliance (RDA) is now combining recommendations from its individual working and
interest groups, such as suggestions for proper citation of dynamic data or how to assess the quality of repositories,
to design configurations of core components (as specified by RDA and other initiatives such as W3C) and
stimulate their implementation. Together with a few global communities such as climate modeling, biodiversity
and material science, experts involved in RDA are developing a concept called Global Digital Object Cloud
(GDOC) which has the potential to overcome the huge fragmentation which hampers efficient data management
and re-use. It is compliant with the FAIR principles in so far as a) it puts Digital Objects (DOs) in its center, b) has
all DOs assigned PIDs which are resolvable to useful state information, c) has all DOs associated with metadata,
and d) has all DO bit sequences stored in trustworthy repositories. The presentation will give an overview of the
types of components involved, the corresponding specifications of RDA, and the concept of the GDOC.

